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Abstract 

This work presents a study of argon plasmas created with the "Torche à Injection 
Axiale". Earlier work of SELEN et al. [31] showed that the net creation of free electrous 
exceeded the estimated destruction via diffusion and convection by two orders. It was sug
gested that this could be caused by charge transfer from argon ions to nitrogen molecules 
foliowed by dissociative recombination. 

In order to verify this possibility, the entrainment of nitrogen from the air was de
termined using vibrational Raman and Rayleigh scattering and calculations. The results 
showed that the entrainment of air is in reasonable agreement with the production rate 
of the electrons, so that the charge transfer mechanism could be responsible for balancing 
the electron creation rate. 

In addition, it was discovered that the 532 nm Nd:YAG laser that is used for Thomson 
measurements in our lab can excite and even ionize argon gas under certain conditions. 
This is likely to be caused by an ac Stark shift of the 106.67 nm 3p -t 4s transition that 
allows 5-photon excitation of an argon atom. The phenomenon occurs at laser intensities 
above 70 GW cm-2 and below 160 GW cm-2

. It was also shown that the laser can increase 
the electron density that is detected by Thomson measurements. Fortunately, this effect 
is negligible under normal measuring circumstances. 

Using power interruption experiments, the axial gas speed was determined to be about 
25 mç1 . This is four times lower than earlier estimations of 100 ms-1

. Because a 
lower gas speed implies a longer time of residence of analytes this improves the detection 
characteristics for spectrochemical analysis using the TIA. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion & Technology 
Assessment 

Spectrochemical analysis in some cases uses plasmas as an excitation and ionization 
source. In the past, this was often an Inductively Coupled Plasma or ICP. Although 
this is a reliable and stabie plasma source, it has several disadvantages. Among others, 
the argon plasma is not very resistant to the introduetion of other molecules. Because of 
this, only a limited amount of sample can be introduced into the ICP for spectrochemical 
analysis. In addition, the large size and weight of the ICP often limit its flexibility and 
usability in an industrial environment. 

These problems are considerably less when using a Microwave Induced Plasma (MIP). 
In addition to the fact that MIPs are easy to handle and relatively simple, MIPs often 
use 2.45 GHz microwaves, the same kind that is used in ordinary consumer microwave 
ovens, thus reducing the price of a MIP. Furthermore, experimental conditions such as 
applied power and pressure can be changed over a wide range, and the equipment shows 
a remarkable toleranee for different burning gases. Tagether, this makes MIPs very good 
candidates for excitation and ionization sourees for atomie emission spectroscopy. 

There are three main groups of MIPs that are distinguished by the different construc
tions of the field applicator: 

• Resonant cavities, such as the Beenakker cavity [2], the transverse electric mi
crowave induced plasma (TEMP) cavity and the integrated microwave plasma cav
ity /magnetron combination (MPCM) [22]. 

• Surface wave launchers, such as the the surfatron [27, 25, 26]. 

• Torches, such as the microwave plasma torch (MPT) [18] and the Torche à Injection 
Axiale (TIA) [24]. 

The most promising type of MIP as an excitation souree seems to be the torch, such 
as the microwave plasma torch (MPT) [18] and the Torche à Injection Axiale (TIA), 
because of their higher toleranee to injected plasmas compared to other kinds of MIPs. In 
addition, the torch does not require a quartz discharge vessel as opposed to the resonant 
cavity or surface wave launcher types. Sirree the quartz is damaged if the temperature is 
too high, power densities can generally be higher for torches. 
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The "Torche à Injection Axiale" has been developed by the group of Moisan in 1993. 
Depending on the geometry of the nozzle, it can excite many different types of gases and 
mixtures such as air, C02 and noble gases. This makes the TIA a promising instrument 
for spectrochemical analysis of incinerator gases. In addition, the hardware required is 
small enough to be carried by a single person, and cheap, since the microwave souree is 
the same magnetron that drives ordinary kitchen microwave ovens. 

In the Equilibrium and Transport in Plasmas (ETP) group at the Physics Department 
of Eindhoven U niversity of Technology, research has been doneon both the detection limits 
of the TIA [33, 20] and on more fundamental aspects of the plasma [31, 19] 

The knowledge gained by the fundamental research is used both to satisfy academie 
interest and to imprave and optimise the TIA with respect to the detection limits of 
metals in waste incinerator gases. 

The work this report describes was set out to follow up on the earlier work of SELEN 

[31] on the fundamental aspectsof the TIA, but alsodeals with some aspectsof the used 
measuring equipment. 

Important for the application of TIAs for spectroscopy is its excitation power, i.e. 
how well it excites other atoms or molecules. Not only information about the electron 
density and electron temperature are important in this respect, but also knowledge about 
the rate at which particles move out of the plasma. Since it is suspected that nitrogen 
from the air has a large influence on the plasma [19], information about the entrainment 
of nitrogen is also important. In addition, it is necessary to know how fast draplets or 
dust particles evaparate in the plasma. Samples are normally introduced as dropiets or 
particles and should evaparate in order to be detected. This evaporation rate depends 
on the heavy partiele temperature in the plasma. Finally, the time of residence, of the 
sample is important for spectroscopie applications. This depends a.o. on the velocity of 
gas flow through the plasma. 

The plasma charaderistics that are of interest for the application of the TIA in spec
trochemical analysis were investigated in this report by using Thomson and Rayleigh 
scattering, vibrational and rotational Raman scattering and power interruption experi
ments. 
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Chapter 2 

Laser scattering 

2.1 Introd uction 

The scattering of laser light by a plasma is a powerful active diagnostic tool. In this 
study we encounter three distinct scattering mechanisms. The first one, called Thomson 
scattering is observed when the photons are scattered by free electrons. The other two are 
Rayleigh and Raman scattering which occur if photons are scattered by electrans bound 
to atoms or molecules, respectively. 

In our setup we use Thomson scattering to determine both the electron density and 
the electron temperature of the plasmas. The electron density ne is proportional to the 
number of scattered photons, and the electron temperature Te, through the velocity of 
the electrons, will cause the signal to be Doppler broadened. 

All plasmas in this study are atmospheric and thus cause a strong Rayleigh scattering 
signal, due to the high partiele densities. This will disturb the speetrally broadened 
Thomson signal. The Rayleigh signal will hardly be broadened since the veloeities of the 
heavy particles are relatively low. However, in our detector, the pixels that detect the 
strong Rayleigh peak will cause blooming to the neighboring pixels detecting the braader 
Thomson signal. In order to avoid this blooming, the pixels of the detector where the 
Rayleigh profile would be detected have been physically darkened. Thus, by blocking 
these channels of the detector, one obtains an undisturbed Thomson scattering profile, of 
which only a small part in the centre is missing. 

However, these Thomson scattering experiments have to be calibrated, i.e. the inten
sity of the detected scattering signal must be related to a certain partiele density in the 
detection volume. This calibration is usually clone by determining the Rayleigh scattering 
signal of a known density [34). Since the detector is blocked for the Rayleigh signal, this 
calibration is made instead using the Raman signal of nitrogen. This method has been 
developed by J .M. DE REGT et al. [8). The most important formulae for understanding 
the calibration will be given here, and a full description of this method can be found in 
[30). 

In our experiments, Rayleigh scattering is used to measure the heavy partiele tem
perature. The Rayleigh scattering signal is proportional to the heavy partiele density 
and from this signal, the heavy partiele temperature is obtained by using the ideal gas 
law. Since the Rayleigh signalis blocked for our detector, we have to modify it as will be 
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explained in section 4.4. 

Raman scattering is used to determine the concentration of molecular nitrogen. As 
we will see further on, apart from being interesting by itself, the nitrogen concentration 
is needed to correct the temperature obtained by Rayleigh scattering 

2.2 Rayleigh scattering 

Fora more thorough derivation of these formulae, see appendix A. 
In a Rayleigh scattering experiment, the light of a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser 

scatters on the bound electrans in the plasma. The intensity of the Rayleigh signal, if 
detected under a 90° angle, obeys the following [21, 8] proportionality: 

I total 2A NS 
Ray ex f Ray , 

A - (_2_ _3_) 
Ray - 45p + 45Co 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

where ARay is a- factor descrihing the depolarization of the scattered light, with p the 
depolarization ratio (2.7 x 10-3 for nitrogen [8]), and C0 an instrumental correction factor 
to account for the difference in response of the detector with respect to the two polarization 
directionsof the light. (for our detector, C0 = 2.21 at 532 nm). Nis the partiele density 
and S is an approximation of the summation over all the rotational quanturn states of the 
nitrogen molecule defined in (A.12). 'Y describes the anisotropy ofthe polarizability tensor 
and is further explained in section A.4. At a temperature of 300 K and a summation up 
to the 15th rotational quanturn state, we obtain, for nitrogen, S = 38.43. 

In the formulae, the frequently used averaged dipole polarizability a is accounted for 
in, among others, p and b1,1 , via 

(2.3) 

2.3 Rotational Raman scattering 

The formula for the intensity of the Raman signal is similar to the one for Rayleigh 
scattering. However there is a difference in the sense that the Raman spectrum has 
several distinct transitions. These can be divided into two branches, the S-branch for 
which the rotational quanturn number changes by ~J = +2 and the 0-branch for which 
~J = -2. For detection under an angle of 90°, the intensity of the branches is given by 

! 1 +2'1 ' 2 A b N (2J 1) -E(J) 
Raman ex 'Y Raman J+2,J 9J + exp kbT ' 

1-2 J ,2 -E(J) 
IRam'an ex 'Y ARamanbJ-2,JNgJ(2J + 1) exp kbT ' 
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with 

b - 3(J+1)(J+2) 
J+

2
,J- 2(2J + 1)(2J + 3)' (2.6) 

b = 3J(J- 1) 
J-

2
,] 2(2J + 1)(2J- 1)' (2.7) 

and ARaman = (4 + 3ICo)l45, 9J the nuclear degeneracy (gJ = 6 for J is even, and 
g1 = 3 for J is odd in the case of nitrogen), kb the Boltzmann constant, T the rotational 
temperature and E(J) = BJ(J + 1) the energy of rotational level J in the vibrational 
ground state (B = 0.25 meV for nitrogen). "/ describes the anisotropy of the derived 
polarizability tensor, as explained in section A.4. lt should not be confused with the 1 
that is used in the Rayleigh equation (2.1). 

From this the conversion factors can be calculated. The constants that were ignored 
in the proportionalities (2.1), (2.4) and (2.5), such as the solid angle, are identical for 
both scattering principles. Thus by dividing (2.1) by (2.4) and (2.5) we obtain: 

I}f~~~ _ 1 2 ARay S 2(2J + 3) _1 ex E(J) 
I·J+2 ,J - "'' 2 AR 3(J + 1)(J + 2) 91 p kbT Raman I aman 

for !J..J = +2 (2.8) 

Jfjf~~~ _ 12 ARay S 2(J- 1) _1 ex E(J) 
I l-2,1 - ,.,;~ 2 A 3J(J- 1) 91 P kbT Raman I Raman 

for !J..J = -2. (2.9) 

Si nee the rotational energy of the levels obeys E ( J) = B J ( J + 1), the energy distance is 
not constant. Therefore, the Raman spectrum consists of several peaks for each transition 
J--+ J + 2 or J--+ J- 2, as is shown in figure 2.3 

Previously, in the work of DE REGT [8] a mistake was made in the derivation of formulae 
(2.8) and (2.9). In this work, C0 appeared above the division line, and, more importantly, 
1 was taken equal to 1', thus causing the ratio 1 2 I 1' 2 to disappear from the equations. 
This caused an inconsistency between the theory and measurements that was 'solved' by 
introducing an extra factor 3 into the equations. Sirree we can account for this factor by 
the ratio 1 21 1' 2

, but were unable to find any experimental value for it in literature, we 
assume that ~ ~ 1.51. Tagether with the change in the place of C0 , this results in an 

'Y 
experimentally correct ratio IRayl IRaman· In doing so, the experiments described by DE 

REGT et al. [8] that caused them to introduce the factor 3 in their equations may be 
regarcled as a measurement of 1 2 I 1' 2

. 

2.4 Thomson scattering 

The most important difference between the formula for the Thomson scattering intensity 
and the one for the Rayleigh scattering intensity is that the differential scattering cross 
section for free electrans (dar~"ç'{"on = 7.95 x 10-30 m2 lsr [16]) differs from the differential 

scattering cross section for argon ( da~?fon = 5.56 x 10-32 m2 /sr [6]). These values are valid 
for a wavelength of 532 nm. In this case, the ratio between the Rayleigh and Thomson 
cross sections is equal to 1/143. 
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Figure 2.1: Rotational Raman profile produced by laser scattering (À = 532 nm) of pure 
nitrogen. Note that the central wavelength is blocked in the detector. The peaks belonging 
to the 6 --7 8 and 8 --7 6 transitions are marked in the plot. 

As mentioned before, the Thomson signal is normally calibrated by measuring the 
Rayleigh signalof a sample with a known density. Since we cannot determine this Rayleigh 
signal directly without changing our detector, we measure the Raman signal of a N2 

sample at p = p0 and T = 295 K. With eqs. (2.8, 2.9) we calculate the Rayleigh signal 
for this sample. Because we know the ratio of the Rayleigh cross sections for N2 and Ar 
(aN2 /aAr = 1.12) we can now calculate the intensity ofthe Rayleigh signal that we would 
have measured for an argon sample at p = p0 and T = 295 K, if the detector would not 
be blocked for this signal. Finally, with the help of the ratio between the Rayleigh and 
Thomson ratios, we obtain the necessary calibration. 

The electron-temperature and density are determined by fitting a modified Gaussian 
function on the Thomson profile, as described in [15]. This function is modified since the 
collective effect disturbs the ideal Gaussian profile somewhat. In the Thomson profile, ne 
determines the total area of the profile, and Te the width due of Doppier broadening. 
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2.5 Vibrational Raman scattering 

Vibrational Raman scattering originates from excitation or deexcitation of a vibrational 
excited molecule. Depending on the transition, the scattered photon will undergo a wave
length shift which is typical for a certain molecule. We use the vibrational transition from 
v = 0 to v = 1 in the nitrogen molecule, creating a frequency shift of ~G1 ;2 = 2331 cm-1 

[13]. When excited with the 532 nm wavelength of a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser, 
the shifted Raman emission has a wavelength of approximately 607 nm. In addition to 
the shifts caused by vibrational excitation, there are rotational transitions, but, due to 
the poor apparatus profile for this wavelength region of the scattering setup, we can only 
abserve the integrated effect of all rotational transitions. Due to the small cross section 
for vibrational Raman scattering for N2 (davR/dfJ = 3.7 x 10-35 m2sr- 1

) compared to 
its cross section for Rayleigh (darhomson/dfJ = 5.23 x 10-31 m2sr-1

), the signalis about 
10,000 times smaller. 

Since the distribution over the various vibrational states depends on the temperature, 
the intensity of the Raman scattering from the v = 0 --+ 1 transition decreases for higher 
temperatures, not only due to lower partiele densities, but also because of the shift of 
the distribution towards vibrational states of higher energies. By assuming a Boltzmann 
distribution, the relation between the fraction of molecules in the vibrational ground state 
and the tot al nitrogen molecule density can be found [13]: 

(2.10) 

Here h, k and c are Planck's constant, Boltzmann's constant and the speed of light 
respectively. It is clear that the difference between nN2 and nN2 ,v=O will increase as 
the temperature rises. As an example, the underestimation will be about 20% at a 
temperature of 2000 K. 

We use vibrational Raman scattering to measure the concentration of nitrogen in the 
plasma. This can be used to subtract the nitrogen and oxygen contributions from the 
Rayleigh signal. For this subtraction, it should be realised that aN2 / a Ar = 1.12 and that 
a02 /aAr = 0.915. Ifthe N2 , 0 2 and Ar concentration are known, we can determine the gas 
temperature using Dalton's law p/kbT = NN2 + No2 +NAr and the fact that the plasma 
is operated at atmospheric pressure. In order to establish the relationship between the 
detected nN2,"=1 and nN2 , the temperature value is needed, so that a iterative procedure 
should be followed. For this, we use Rayleigh scattering and the ideal gas law to obtain 
a heavy partiele temperature Th ( lp/ Ir = npkTr/Po, where Ir and Tr are the intensity 
and temperature in an argon flow at room temperature) and then combine this with 
vibrational Raman measurements to calculate the nitrogen density. Because the cross 
sections of Argon and N2 differ (aN2 /aAr = 1.12) the heavy partiele temperature can 
only be calculated from the Rayleigh signal if the N2 density is known, and an iterative 
procedure is needed. This procedure is defined as follows [35]: 

1. Detecting vibrational Raman gives the density of the N 2 ground state, nN2 ,v=O· 

2. Assuming a Th-value and using (2.10) gives the total density of N 2 , nN2 • 
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3. Multiplying this with 1.28 gives the air density nair· 

4. With this, the air component of the Rayleigh signal can be computed (we assume 
that the Rayleigh cross section of 0 2 is equal to that of N2 ). 

5. Subtracting this from the total Rayleigh signal gives nAr· 

6. The heavy partiele temperature can be found by p =kT (nAr+ nair)· 

7. lf this temperature differs too much from the one assumed in step 2, an extra 
iteration may be necessary. 
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Chapter 3 

Theory of power interruption 

3.1 Line intensities 

The Atomie State Distribution Function (ASDF) can be ruled by several balances of 
which the Saha and Boltzmann balances are essential in order to establish equilibrium. 
The Saha balanceis the electron controlled balance of ionization and recombination: 

(3.1) 

It should be noted that the electron on the left-hand side is aso-called fast, energy-rich 
electron, whereas the two electrans on the right-hand side are mainly slow electrons. 

Since this balance is ruled by electrons, it depends on the electron temperature Te. 
For the highly excited states, which we expect to be in partial Local Saha Equilibrium, 
the density of a state p is given by 

(3.2) 

where all symbols have their usual meanings. 
The Boltzmann balance is the balance of electron controlled excitation from and de

excitation to the atom ground state. This balance plays an important role since the atom 
ground state represents, much like the ion ground state, a large partiele reservoir. 

(3.3) 

This balance is governed by Te as well, and for the density of states in local Boltzmann 
equilibrium holds the following equation: 

nq = nl . exp [- Elq] 
9q 91 kTe 

(3.4) 

A change in Te will infiuence both the Saha and the Boltzmann balance, but in oppo
site directions. A decrease of Te ( cooling) will increase the population for a state in Saha 
equilibrium, since the electrans loose their energy and recombine with the ions. The fast 
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electrans disappear almost instantaneously, and so will the left-to-right reaction (ioniza
tion) of (3.1), whereas the reaction from right-to-left (recombination) will continue to take 
place since the slow electrans will remain longer. This will cause the balance to shift to 
the left, i.e. towards the lower energies, and thus increase the population of Ap. When Te 
is increased (heating), the few remaining electrans will be heated, the ionization reaction 
of (3.1) will gain significance, and the balance will shift towards the ion-level, decreasing 
the population of Ap. 

The decrease of Te ( cooling) willlower the population of a Boltzmann-governed state 
when the electron energy will decrease, since the number of collisions that increase the 
energy-state of the atom will decrease as well. This causes a net drain towards the ground 
state and thus a decrease of the population of Ap. Restoring the electron temperature 
will increase the energy of the electrans and thus move atoms away from the ground 
state towards the excited states. Since the response to cooling or heating of a Saha 
balanceis opposite to that of a Boltzmann balance, it is possible todetermine from power 
interruption experiments whether a particular state is in Saha or Boltzmann equilibrium. 

In order to be able to understand in what way interruption of power disturbs the 
ASDF, it is necessary to study the energy balance in the plasma. In steady state, this 
balance may be represented as follows: 

I microwave 1-+ ~ -+ I heavy particles 1-+ I surroundings I (3.5) 

The flow of energy is mainly stepwise in character. In the first step, the microwave 
power from the generator heats the electrans ( e-). In turn, the electrans transfer part 
of their energy to the heavy particles. Finally, these heavy particles are cooled by the 
surroundings. When the microwave power is suddenly interrupted, the energy balance 
and consequently the ASDF are disturbed. Since equilibration of the various balances 
might have different time constants, effects will occur on several time scales. While some 
effects will show up instantaneously, others will take place later. 

To illustrate the various effects, an example measurement is depicted in figure 3.1. As 
shown in this figure, there are four distinct effects: 

1. Cooling-jump 
The moment the microwave power is interrupted, the energy-fiow to the electrans 
ceases. The transfer of energy between the electrans and the heavy particles now 
causes the electron temperature to decrease exponentionally to approximately the 
temperature of the heavy particles. 

2. Decay 
Recombination and ditfusion cause the electron and ion densities to further decrease. 
vVhile the ditfusion rate decreases with decreasing temperature, the recombination 
rate increases. 

3. Heating-jump 
\Vhen the microwave power is returned, the electrans are heated and the electron 
temperature increases exponentially to a value above the steady-state temperature. 
Since the electron density has decreased after switching off the power, the same 
energy has to be transferred to less particles. 
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Figure 3.1: Example of a power interruption experiment with the ICP. The numbers in 
the figure correspond with the explanation in the text. 

4. Ionization 
In this period, the electron temperature decreases and returns to the steady-state 
temperature. In the same time, the electron and ion densities increase to their 
original values. 

If we define 1 Jr;, i.e. the ratio between the electron temperature at steady state 
(Te) and the temperature after switching off (*Te), then it follows from equations (3.2,3.4) 
that the responses will be [10}: 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Here n 1 and n+ are the number densities of the atom and ion ground state, respectively, 
Ep+ is the ionization energy of state p. Starred (*) quantities are those which yield after 
cooling has taken place. If changes to ne, n 1 and n+ during cooling are neglected, the 
density will increase in the case of a Saha-dominated excited level, and decrease for a level 
that is governed by the Boltzmann balance. In the ICP, doing so is valid during cooling 
of the electrons, sirree recombination to the ground state is a much slower process [10). 
For the TIA, we will see that this is not the case. 

On the tail of these instantaneous effects a macroscopie disturbance or delayed response 
appears that travels through the plasma. The exact time of arrival of this delayed response 
varies with the height at which the detection takes place. A measurement clone higher 
above the nozzle shows the disturbance to occur later. As noted in [31), this suggests 
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that the delayed response is created below the plasma in the nozzle or inner conductor. 
Because of the absence of any electro-magnetic field in the nozzle or the conductor, this 
would rule out any e.m. field effect. A possible cause of the phenomenon might be the 
change in electron pressure when the power is switched on. This would also explain the 
audible crack that occurs at every power interruption. But since we find the velocity with 
which the delayed response travels to be far below the speed of sound, we can rule out 
this cause (see section 7.4.2). 

3.2 Continuurn radiation 

Besides line radiation, caused by bound electrans changing states, a plasma also emits 
continuurn radiation that originates from interactions of free electrans with atoms and 
ion~. A free electron might be captured by an ion. The radiation that is produced in 
this case is called free-bound or recombination radiation. If the electron is not captured, 
but only loses momenturn by the interaction with an atom or ion, the radiation is named 
free-free radiation. The contribution of the free-free radiation is split in a part due to 
the interaction between an electron and an ion and a part caused by interaction between 
an electron and an atom. The emission coefficient t of continuurn radiation in a singly 
ionized plasma is given by 

(3.8) 

In this equation, tcont is the power emitted per volume, solid angle and wavelength interval 
and cjt, Eji1, c// are theemission coefficients due to recombination, and free-free interaction 
between electrans and ions, and electrans and atoms, respectively. According to [4], 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

where C1 and C2 are constants, respectively equal to 1.632 x 10-43 Jm4Kts- 1sc1 and 
1.026 x 10-34 Jm2K~s- 1 sr- 1 , {{t and ~~i the free-free and free-bound Eiberman factors 
and Q(Te) the cross section for momenturn transfer in electron-neutral species interaction. 
Strictly speaking, (3.10) is only valid for the case where À « k~~e. Although these 
conditions are not completely met, inaccuracies can be ignored because of the relatively 
minor contribution of Ej~ to the total continuurn radiation of the stuclied plasma. 

Figure 3.2 shows a plot of (3.9, 3.10, 3.11) versus Te. In this plot, ~fb is assumed to 
be 1.08 and ~~i taken to be equal to 1.2 [36]. Q(Te) is approximated by [3]: 

Q(Te) = 
5 

x 
1020 

3 )2 - 3 x 10-21 +2.8 x 10-24Te- 4.1 x 10-34 T~. 
(1 + 1.7 X 10- Te 

(3.12) 

As can be seen, we expect the continuurn radiation to drop if the electron temper at ure 
drops from 20000 K to 3000 K. 
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Chapter 4 

The experimental setup 

4.1 Introduetion 

The experiments described in this report were all clone in the so-called poly diagnostic 
lab. All diagnostic equipment in this lab was originally gathered there for experiments 
on Inductively Coupled Plasmas. Since the typical dimensions of the ICP plasmas used 
in this lab (18 mm diameter) were much larger than those of the TIA plasmas (2 mm 
diameter), improverneut of the resolution was necessary for doing experiments on the TIA, 
as will be discussed in chapter 5. 

4.2 The table 

The centre of the experimental setup as depicted in figure 4.1, is a movable table on which 
the various plasma sourees can be placed. This table can be moved along a horizontal 
axis by a stepper motor over a range of about 50 cm in 0.1 mm increments, and manually 
along a vertical axis. The high laser power causes dust particles in the focus of the beam 
to explode. To prevent the disturbing effect of these so-called ablations, a clean air blower 
with plastic lamellas has been positioned over the table to make the experimental focus 
of the lab dust free. 

The ability to move the plasma souree along a horizontal axis allows it to be placed in 
front of one of the optica} branches. In addition, it enables measurements as function of 
the horizontal position, by moving the plasma in front of the slit. The vertical degree of 
freedom is useful for both aligning the plasma to the laser and the detectors and making 
several horizontal scans at different heights to obtain a two dimensional image. 

4.3 The laser 

Another important element of the setup is the frequency doubled pulsed Nd:YAG laser 
at 532 nm (GCR 3 Quanta Ray, Epulse = 0.40 Jjpulse, Tpulse = 7 ns, !rep = 10 Hz). 
Two prisms guide and a lens L 1 (J = 1000 mm) focuses the beam into the detection 
volume. The beamendsin a beam dump. To reject stray light, the prisms are positioned 
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about 3 m away from the detection volume, and the focusing lens L1 has an anti-reftection 
coating for 532 nm. 

4.4 The scattering setup 

As shown in figure 4.1a, lenses L 2 and L 3 (! = 600 mm) image the plasma aud the 
detection volume on the entrance slit of the monochromator M 1 . The actual slit is separate 
from the monochromator and can be replaced by others to vary the width of the entrance 
slit. Typical sizes were 100 f.-Lm and 250 f.-Lm. Behind the slit a half-lambda mica retarder R 
is placed, since the grating efficiency is higher for a horizontally than a vertically polarized 
beam. 

The dispersive element is a concave holographic grating G (Jobin Yvon, 2000 grooves/mm, 
100 x 100 mm and f = 1 m). lts difference in response to horizontally or vertically po
larized light causes the instrumental correction factor C0 of eq. (2.2) to be 2.21 for a 
wavelength of 532 nm. 

The detector consists of three parts: a gated image intensifier I I (104 times ampli
fication, Tgate = 100 ns, imposed by laser synchronization problems), a cooled ( -16° C) 
optical multichannel analyzer OM A (photodiode array of 1024 pixels, 25 mm x 2.5 mm 
each, totallength 25.6 mm) and an IBM compatible 486 PC with a 16-bits AD converter. 
The full speetral range of this detector is about 13 nm with a resolution of 0.013 nm. 
Blooming due to the intense Rayleigh signalandstray light is reduced by physically dark
ening the 50 pixels in the centre of the 0 MA. Although this eliminates the core of the 
Rayleigh profile, it does not remove the profile's wings that originate from the finite 
contrast of the monochromator [8]. In order to measure the heavy partiele temperature 
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by using the Rayleigh signal, the grating is turned slightly, to move the Rayleigh signal 
out of the darkened zone of the detector. 

The apparatus profile has an 1/e width of 0.14 mm, i.e. 11 pixels. The 1/e width of 
the Rayleigh profile is so small that it is determined by the apparatus profile. A typical 
1/e width of a Thomson scattering signal is 350 pixels for an electron temperature of 
approximately 22.500 K. This removes the necessicity to deconvolute the signal. 

Since the dark current of the detector changes in time, it must be recorded between 
measurements in order to be able to subtract it from the signal. 

4.5 The passive emission spectroscopy setup 

Parallel to detection branch for the scattering setup, there is one for the passive emission 
spectroscopy (see figure 4.1b). In this branch, lenses L 4 and L 5 , with focal lengths of 
500 mm, project the detection volume on image rotator IR. This image rotator turns 
the image 90° so that a horizontal 'plasma-slice' is projected along the vertical slit of the 
monochromator [9]. Lenses L 6 and L 7 (focal length: 250 mm) image the plasma on the 
slit of the previously mentioned monochromator M2 . The resulting image on the slit is a 
1 : 1 projection of the plasma. 

The mönochromator is a 1 m B&M BM100 monochromator with a 1200 lines/mm grat
ing. It has a two-dimensional CCD-array placed in the focal plane. The two dimensions of 
this optical multichannel analyzer offer the possibility to obtain in one single measnrement 
spatially resolved information of an emission line and its adjacent background. 

4.6 The power interruption setup 
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L1· .. • 
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Figure 4.2: The setup used for power interruption experiments 

In addition to laser scattering and passive emission spectroscopy, line and continuurn 
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intensities of the TIA plasma where studied during power interruption (see figure 4.2). 
In this kind of experiments, the power flow to the plasma is temporarily interrupted 
(2 - 30 f-LS) and the response of some part of the plasma's spectrum is recorded as a 
function of time. 

The setup shares most of the optical system with the passive emission spectroscopy 
setup, except that the CCD camera is replaced by a Hamamatsu R268 photo-multiplier 
(P M) operatingat a voltage of 1300 V. The pulses of the photomultiplier are amplified 
and analysed by a pulse-height discriminator. After that, the number of pulses (i.e. 
photons) is recorded as a function of time by a multi channel scaler (MCS). It has 4096 
24-bit counters with a minimum integration time of 2 f-LS each, allowing the recording of 
approximately 8 ms at the minimum integration time setting. The signal is averaged over 
many interruptions to obtain a good signal to noise ratio. 

4.7 The TIA 

Incident 

Waveguide 
section 

mîcrowave ---
power 

---------, 

Gas 

Moveable_j 
Plungers 

Figure 4.3: A schematic drawing of the Torche à Injection Axiale (TIA). 

The Torche à Injection Axiale is a torch with axial gas injection. It was developed by 
the group of Moisan in 1993 [24). It can create plasmas with powers up to 2 kW without 
any external cooling. Although the TIA is capable of burning on various gases with many 
different types of nozzles, only one gas (argon) and one type of nozzle was used in this 
study. 

Figure 4.3 shows a schematic drawing of the torch itself, and figure 4.4 shows both the 
torch and the other necessary components. The 2.45 GHz microwave power is supplied 
via a rectangular WR-340 waveguide [29). In order to transfer the power efficiently to 
the plasma, the torch structure consists of both coaxial and waveguide elements that 
serve as an impedance transfarmer and a wave mode converter [24). The T E01 mode in 
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Figure 4.4: The complete TIA setup 

the rectangular wave guide has to be transformed into the TEM mode in the coaxial 
section. Using two intrinsic tuningelementsin the form of movable plungers, these mode 
conversion and impedance matching functions are achieved with a conventional waveguide
to-coaxial line transition. In addition, a triple stub tuner is used in the rectangular 
waveguide to imprave impedance matching. 

The nozzle is placed on top of the inner conductor of the coaxial part, where the 
plasma is produced, thus forming a part of the inner conductor_ It protrucles about 2 cm 
beyond the outer conductor of the coaxial part. 

The gas flows within the inner conductor of the coaxial field-shaping part of the torch 
and exists through the nozzle. Depending on shape and size of the nozzle, a minimum gas 
flow must be sustained in order to prevent the nozzle from being damaged by the heat of 
the plasma. 

One of the main features of the design of the TIA is that the matching is almost 
completely insensitive to changing ofinput power and/or the gas flow over a large range. It 
is unnecessary to adjust the matching during experiments where the discharge conditions 
are changed. The adjusting elements such as the triple stub tuner, the t\vo movable 
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Figure 4.5: The 'chimney' placed over the plasmatoshield E.M. radiation and to control 
the plasma environment. 
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plungers and the movable inner conductor and upper part of the coaxial line can be used 
for fine tuning of the matching. 

In order toproteet both the equipment and the experimenter from exposure to E.M. 
waves, the top part of the TIA is covered by a metal 'chimney' (figure 4.5). In addition to 
the advantage of shielding E.M. radiation, this chimney allows us to control the chemical 
composition of the gas that surrounds the plasma. To allow optical diagnostics, the 
chimney has three windows, one in the front for viewing the plasma, and two at the ends 
of anti-reflection pipes to allow a laser beam to pass through the plasma. The outside of 
the chimney is water-cooled to room temperature. 

4.8 The ICP 

active zone 

outer flow ->-

intermediate flow 

central flow _____________ " 

Figure 4.6: A scheme of the open flowing ICP as used insome of our experiments. 

The ICP is created by the inductive coupling of energy into an argon gas flow. The 
quartz torch, with an inner diameter of 18 mm, has three axial concentric tubes and is 
positioned in a coil of two windings having a diameter of 35 mm and a total height of 
15 mm (figure 4.6). The coil is fed by a 100 MHz RF-generator built by Philips which 
operates at powers variabie between 0.6 and 2.1 kW. The typical power is 1.2 kvV. The 
figures quoted here are the powers delivered by the power supply, whereas the effective 
power dissipated in the plasma is estimated to be 50% lower [10]. 

The three gas flows can be controlled separately. The outer flow (12 l/min at 1 atm. 
and 293 K) prevents the plasma from touching the torch and serves as the main gas supply. 
The intermediate flow (0.3 l/m) lifts the plasma a few millimeters, and the central flow 
(0.6 l/min) could be used to introduce a sample for spectrochemical purposes into the 
plasma. Since we were only interested in the ICP as a plasma-source, this option was not 
used in these experiments. 
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Chapter 5 

lmproving the resolution 

5.1 Five-photon ionization 

As mentioned in chapter 4, it was necessary to imprave the resolution of the set up in order 
to do experiments with the TIA plasma. For the scattering experiments, the horizontal 
scanning resolution is limited by the step size of the movable table (0.1 mm) and the 
diameter of the entrance slit of the monochromator. Since measurements on the ICP 
were carried out with a 0.3 mm slit, replacing it with a 250 p,m or even 100 p,m one seems 
a good idea. However, a smaller slit reduces the number of photons that can enter the 
monochromator, and thus reduces the overall signal to noise ratio. 

In addition, the resolution of the scattering setup is determined by the diameter of the 
laser beam. Thus, the detection volume is roughly equal to the square of the diameter of 
the laser beam multiplied by the size of the entrance slit. For the ICP experiments this 
diameter was in the order of 1 mm and reducing this diameter by focusing the beam will 
imprave vertical resolution and depth without reducing the signal strength since reduction 
of particles due to the shrinking of the detection volume is compensated by the increase 
in photon density. 

For this reason, the laser beam was focused close to the plasma, resulting in a beam
diameter of approximately 0.1 mm. However, attempts to do scattering experiments with 
this setup initially failed because the intensity of the laser caused ionization of the argon 
gas, accompanied by audible shock waves and deflection of the laser beam. This deflected 
light reflected on various surfaces close to the gas flow and thus produced stray light. 
Since the Thomson signal is very weak, this increase in stray light made it impossible to 
do measurements. In addition, the exact position of the plasma would vary from shot to 
shot in a range of about 1 mm. This made it impossible to image the plasma on the slit 
of the Thomson setup which has a typical width of only 250 p,m. Because of this, light 
due to Thomson scattering would not reach the detector for every shot while stray light 
would occur at every shot. 

An explanation of this ionization was found in the existence of the optically allowed 
3p -+ 4s transition with a wavelength of 106.67 nm. The wavelengthof the laser is 532 nm, 
and the combined energy of five photons corresponds to a wavelength of a 106.4 nm. 

Camparing the electric field of the atom to the electric field of the laser shows that the 
electric field of the laser could shift the energy levels sufficiently to make this transition 
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resonant for 5 laser photons. 
The irradiance of the laser, Ee, is related to electric field by [28] 

(5.1) 

The average irradiance is calculated by dividing the laser power by the area of the beam. 
The maximum power the laser can generate is 0.4 J per pulse of 7 ns, i.e. 57 MW, 

and the diameter of the laser beam is about 0.1 mm. This yields an electric field of 
2.3 x 109 V /m. 

The electron 'sees' an electric field, due to the nucleus and the other electrons, that 
can be approximated by 

(5.2) 

where e is the elementary electric charge and a0 is the Bohr-radius. From filling in these 
constants follows an electric field of 5.1 x 1011 V jm. Thus, the laser field strength is 
in the order of 1% of a typical atomie field, so that the required shift is feasible for the 
intensity of our laser. After the five-photon resonant excitation, two more photons would 
be suflident to ionize the Ar atom. Although the above comparison is based on a DC 
(constant) E-field, it illustrates that the AC ( changing) field of the laser is sufficiently 
large to have some effect on an atom. It should further be noted that the laser is pulsed, 
and that there are peaks in the intensity (spikes) in both the time and the cross section 
of the beam. This would locally increase the electric field even more than calculated here. 

Emission spectroscopy on an argon flow through the beam, i.e. without an 'external' 
plasma, reveals multiple typical Ar emission lines whose intensity increases with the laser 
intensity, thus indicating that argon is indeed being ionized. In addition, when the argon 
is replaced by N2 , nothing happens, thus indicating that the effect relies onsome property 
of the Ar atom. 

It seemed that this effect would impose an upper limit on the energy density of the 
laser and thus on the resolution. However, further experiments, in which the laser was 
more precisely focused in the gas flow showed that the ionizations stop if the laser intensity 
exceeds a certain threshold. Figures 5.1a and b show the intensities of the 706.7 nm Ar-I 
line and the 434.8 nm Ar-II line as examples of this. The power of the laser was determined 
by placing a laser power meter in front of the beam dump. The diameter of the beam 
was estimated to be 0.17 mm, based on a comparison between the power at which the 
ionizations took place for this and other measurements. The measurements suggest that 
the 3s --t 4p transition shifts in and out of resonance at 70 GWcm- 2 and 160 GWcm- 2

, 

respectively. 
It is the intensity of the laser that triggers the effect, because the same phenomenon 

can be observed by changing the position of the lens that focuses the beam in the plasma. 
When the focus is clearly outside the gas, the effect is not visible. Moving the focus closer 
to the gas causes the ionizations to occur, and when the focus is moved even closer into 
the gas, the ionizations disappear again. 

The fact that the same effect is observed when changing the intensity of the beam 
both by varying the total power of the beam and by manipulating the diameter of the 
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Figure 5.1: Intensity of the 706.7 nm Ar-I and 434.8 nm Ar-II lines as function of the 
laser power. The irradiance is based on an estimation of the laser diameter of 0.17 mm. 
Note that the laser power is averaged over 1 s and the irradiance over a laser shot of 7 ns. 

beam eliminates variations in the Nd:YAG laser due to changing the power as a possible 
cause. 

A study of relevant literature revealed that these kind of laser induced ionizations 
are not uncommon for lasers of comparable intensities [5, 16]. In addition, situations 
where the field of the laser shifts a transition 'in place' for multi-photon excitation are 
documented. The resonance phenomena that are produced in this way were attributed 
to an ac Stark shift of the transition-line. As the name suggests, the ac Stark shift is a 
shift of the energy levels of an atom due to a varying (ac) electric field. 

Unfortunately, exact information about the ac Stark shift for this specific Ar case 
could not be found in literature. AGOSTINI et al. find a value of 0.2 cm-1 at intensities 
of 1.2 x 107 Wcm-2 for the Na 381/ 2 -+ 4D3/ 2,5 / 2 transition, and in a theoretica! article, 
ZoLLER [37] men ti ons typ ie al ac St ark shifts of 2 cm -l for laser intensities of 1 G \V I cm 2 . 

In addition, he shows that the effect is linear with the intensity. 
The wavelengthof 106.67 nm corresponds with an energy of 9.3747 x 104 cm-1 , so that 

the required shift in the wavelength of 0.27 nm would correspond to an energy change of 
about 200 cm-1 . The maximum intensity of our laser is 7.27 x 1011 W lcm2 if we assume a 
beam waste (diameter) of 0.1 mm, approximately 700 times more than the reference val ue 
of 1 G W I cm 2 , so that the required shift is feasi ble for the light intensi ty of our laser. 

At first glance, this would explain the observations, since it is arguable that the line 
would shift into resonance for a certain field strength, and again out of resonance for 
an even higher field. However, the laser is pulsed and the intensity goes from zero to a 
maximum and back to zero for each shot, so there would still be a moment of possible 
resonance for high intensities. 

An explanation for the disappearance of the ionizations at higher laser intensities 
could be that the laser intensity increases and deercases too fast to allow any significant 
ionization in the time that there would be resonance. Since the pulse shape of the laser 
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is approximately Gaussian, and the length of this pulse ::::::: 7 ns, this does not seem to be 
a likely explanation, but it should be noted that the 2-photon ionization and perhaps the 
5-photon excitation would make the laser pulse more delta-like, because of their multiple 
partiele nature. 

5.2 The effect of the laser on the Thomson measure
ments 

The experimental observations described in the previous section cast some doubt on the 
validity of Thomson scattering experiments with our setup. Since the theoretica! back
ground of the observations is not fully understood, we decided to determine electron 
density ne and the electron temperature Te at various laser intensities. The focus of the 
laser beam was placed in the centre of a plasma in the ICP. In this situation, the beam 
waste is such that in a plain argon flow, the ionizations would occur at laser powers below 
0.3 W, so that hopefully for this plasma case, where measurements were done at powers 
above 1 W, laser induced breakdown will not disturb the measurement. Photographing 
the beam profile at the focus allowed us to determine the beam waste to be 0.07 mm. 

The experiments were carried out on the ICP instead of the TIA because its larger 
size makes it more easy to align with the laser and detector. In addition, its lower 
electron density (1021 m-3 vs. 3 x 1021 m-3 ) would make it more sensitive to any exterior 
souree of ionization. It should he noted that earlier Thomson experiments on the TIA 
were done with a beam diameter of 0.1-0.2 mm at a lower laser power setting (2.6 vs. 
4.0 W). Previous experiments on the ICP used a beam width in the order of 1 mm. 
Since the results of this section were obtained with a narrower beam and more laser 
power, they constitute a worst-case scenario for any influence of the laser on the Thomson 
measurements. 

Figures 5.2a and b show the measured electron temperature and density for various 
intensities of the laser. In this figure, three separate measurement sessions are combined. 
In a single session, the ICP was burning continuously, while the power of the laser was 
varied. Between sessions, the ICP was switched off. Since the ICP plasma remains fairly 
constant duringa single burning period, but varies between burning sessions, the plasma 
and thus Te and ne do not have to be the same for different sessions. 

As can be seen, the electron temperature does only vary within the limits of the 
estimated error of 400 K [6] for any single session. However, the electron density seems 
to increase somewhat if the laser power increases. Table 5.1 shows the slopes of the fits 
through the individual sets. The slope for 20 June is significantly larger than that of 
the others, but this seems to be caused by the single, possibly faulty, point of this set 

Measurement 
12 June 
17 June 
20 June 

Slope 
(15 ± 5) x 1019 m-3 /W 
(13 ± 6) x 1019 m-3 /W 
(30 ± 20) x 1020 m-3 jW 

Table 5.1: The slop es of the fits through the electron density measurements. 
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Figure 5.2~ Measurements of the electron temperature and electron density in the ICP 
determined using Thomson scattering at various laser power settings. The different sym
bols represent three different measurement sessions. The focus of the laser was placed in 
the centre of the plasma. The irradiance is based on a beam waste of 0.07 mm. 

at 3.0 W. Disregarding this last point yields an approximately an negligible horizontal 
slope. 

From this measurements we can conclude that the electron density is approximately 
5 x 1020 m-3 too high if we measure fully focused (beam waste 0.07 mm) with full laser 
power. Since typical densities are approximately 10 x 1020 m-3 for an ICP at maximum 
laser power, the detected electron density is a bout 30% too high. 

There are three possible explanations for the described phenomenon. The first and 
most obvious one is an error in our measurements. The measurement of June 20 doesn't 
seem to show any increase except for one point, which might be a measurement error. 
However, the other two sets indicate increases that are in good agreement with each 
other. An argument in favor of the idea that we are dealing with experimental errors is 
that similar experiments by others only show a slight increase in Te (below our detection 
error) and no change for the electron density [17]. 

Another explanation might be that the aggressive 5-photon resonant excitation fol
Iowed by the two-photon ionization that was observed at lower intensities in both a plain 
Ar flow and in the plasma creates extra electrons. Since the Stark broadening and shift 
of the 106.67 nm Ar-I line due to the presence of a plasma micro field are 0.541 x 10-4 nm 
and 0.647 x 10-4 nm for an electron temperature of 10000 K and a electron density of 
1022 m - 3 [11], this broadening cannot explain the resonance in this case. A lso, because 
the ionizations do not produce visible light flashes and audible explosions, as was the case 
at lower intensities, the rate has to be lower than in the case of the resonant excitation 
at the lower intensities. The absence of any ionizations in plain gas might be caused by 
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the fact that the electric fields in the plasma play a role in the ac Stark shifting of the 
106.67 nm transition. If this is the case, the production rate would be proportional to 
both the atom ground state density and the laser intensity. 

A third explanation is that the laser ionizes higher excited states in the plasma. This 
would explain why the effect is not present in plain argon, because there are virtually no 
excited atoms in that case. If this would be the case, the electron production rate would 
be proportional to both the laser intensity and the ion (electron) density. However, the 
typ i cal densities of excited atoms are 1017 m - 3 , and thus not really sufficient to cause the 
increase in electrans of 1020 m - 3 . 

Since the typ i cal electron densities detected in the TIA are approximately 3 x higher 
than those in the ICP, but the gas temperatures are 6x lower, the idea that the production 
is caused by a resonant excitation foliowed by ionization would make the relative error in 
the. electron density measurements 60%. The other explanation, where the laser would 
cause ionization of excited states, leads to an overestimation of the density in the TIA of 
30%. It should be noted that these errors are worst-case values where the laser intensity 
is maximaL 

SELEN [31] did Thomson measurements on the TIA with the same setup. The approx
imate laser power was 2.6 W since what probably were ionizations due to the laser were 
observed at powers above 3 W. Camparing this value of 3 W to figure 5.1, we conclude 
that his beam waste was about 0.2 mm. This implies that his totallaser intensity would 
be 6 x lower, thus reducing the maximum error to 10%, which is below the measurement 
error. Thomson scattering experiments that were clone on the ICP did notfocus the laser 
beam significantly. lts diameter exceeded 1 mm, so that any influence of the laser was 
negligible. 

It is not likely that the laser actually increases the total electron density of the plasma 
by 40%. After all, the nominal power of the laser is only 4 W, compared to the 600 W 
driving power of the microwave power supply. It is much more likely that during a laser 
pulse, additional electrans are generated through the 5-photon resonant transition and 
detected within the same pulse. The resonance might be caused by the same Stark shift 
as in the plain Ar flow, but since the clearly audible explosions do not occur in the 
intensity region where we measured, the effect has to be weaker. 

Camparing the measured density to the detection volume (0.1 mm beam diameter, 
100 pm slit size) shows that about 109 extra electrans should have been created. The 
length of the pulse is only 7 ns and after the pulse the plasma has 0.1 s to return to 
its equilibrium. As will be seen in the interruption experiments in chapter 7, the time 
that the plasma needs to return to its equilibrium after a disruption is in the order of 
100 ps. In our case, we expect the plasma to return to equilibrium much faster since the 
disturbance of the laser is very localized, as opposed to the power interruption that affects 
the entire plasma. 

Because the electron density profiles determined by our Thomson setup are normally 
considered on a logarithmic scale, the impact of the artificial increase in density is lim
ited. As can be seen in figure 5.2, the extra increase is comparable to the variation in 
density that occurs between separate burning sessions of the ICP. The areas with the 
highest measured electron densities really have the highest density, and the ones with the 
lowest measured densities also really have less electrons. In addition, order-of-magnitude 
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Figure 5.3: Cross section of the TIA in the horizontal plane. 

explanations are still valid. 
Finally it should be noted that a slight increase in the diameter of the beam has no 

serious implications for the resolution of the setup. The laser beam determines the height 
(vertical) and depth (horizontal, away from the detector) of the detection volume. Sinee 
the gradients for the TIA are much smaller in the vertical direction than in the horizontal 
direction, (diameter plasma 2 mm, height 2 cm), a lower resolution in the y-direction is not 
significant. In addition, since the plasma is shaped like a thin sheath, a wider detection 
volume in the z-direction doesnothave a serious impact on the resolution (figure 5.3). 
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Chapter 6 

Nitrogen entrainment in the TIA 
plasma 

6.1 Introduetion 

Wh en a plasma is in steady state, the partiele balance for charged particles is gi ven by 

(6.1) 

In this equation, ne, n 1 and n+ are the densities of the electrons, ground state atoms and 
ions, respectively, whereas ScR and acR are the ionization and recombination coefficients, 
wP is the flow velocity of the plasmaand Da the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. 

The terms on the right hand side of (6.1) describe losses due to convection and ambipo
lar diffusion, while the left hand side represents the local net production due to ionization 
and destruction due to recombination. JoNKERS et al. [19] have, using earlier measure
ments, estimated the rates of the four termsof eq. (6.1). The results are given in table 6.1 
as destruction and production-frequencies for the free electron gas. As can easily be seen, 
the rat es gi ven in this table do not satisfy the balance con di ti on given in ( 6.1). In the 
same article, it was suggested that charge transfer between nitrogen from the surrounding 
air and argon could account for the missing electron loss process. This charge transfer 
would use the following mechanism: 

ionization 
recombination 
convection 
diffusion 

6 x 107 s-1 

1 x 101 s- 1 

1 x 104 s-1 

5 x 104 s- 1 

(6.2) 

Table 6.1: Typical electron production and destruction frequencies related to the separate 
terms of the partiele balance according to [19]. These rates are relative to the electron 
density. It is assumed that Te = 20000 K, ne = 22 x 1020 m3 , Th = 1000 K and n 1 

7.2 x 1024 m3 . The diffusion loss rate assumes a radial gradient length of 0.2 mm. 
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followed by 

(6.3) 

Because the ionization energies of Ar and N 2 are al most equal, 15.76 and 15.58 e V respec
tively, the charge transfer reaction is quasi resonant. The second reaction ( dissociative 
recombination) is fast due to Coulomb interaction between the oppositely charged parti
cles. 

The rate coefficient of the charge transfer reaction is about 4 x 10-16 m3s-1 [32], so 
that if 1% of the heavy particles in the plasma are nitrogen molecules, this would be fast 
enough to balance the ionization. 

Experiments done in an argon surrounding seem to support the idea that the charge 
transfer mechanism is responsible for the extra loss of electrans [19, 31]. It was found 
that the Te value for a pure Ar surrounding is smaller than for a plasma burning in air. 

6. 2 Detection of nitrogen 

Combining Raman and Rayleigh scattering experiments, as described in chapter 2 allows 
the determination of the densities of N2 (air) and Ar. Unfortunately, the detection limit 
of the used setup turned out to be insufficiently low to determine the presence or absence 
of any nitrogen in the hottest regions, where the actual plasma is located. The detection 
limit was found to be 1.1 x 1024 m-3, F.P.J. DE GROOTE, calibrated the scattering setup 
in 1995 with nitrogen at various pressures, and estimated the detection limit to be 3% at 
1 atm. and 300 K when measuring using 1000 laser shots [7]. This means a limit of about 
8 x 1023 m-3 . 

"' 1000.0 
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Figure 6.1: The vibrational Raman signal ofnitrogen (607 nm) detected during 1000 laser 
shots in air at atmospheric pressure and room temperature. As can be seen, the noise on 
the background is very strong compared to the signal. 
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However, comparison between our and his measurements show that his vibrational 
Raman signa! at 607 nm was approximately 3 times stronger at room temperature and 
atmospheric pressure than ours. Even after optimizing the alignment of all opties and con
sulting DE GROOTE, the vibrational Raman signa! stayed 3 times weaker than before, even 
though our rotational Raman signa! at 532 nm was slightly better than in DE GROOTE's 
case. 

The fact that the rotational Raman signa! at 532 nm was as in 1995 seems to indicate 
that the optica! system and the detector are working well. Why the vibrational Raman 
signa! at 607 nm decreased so strongly remains a mystery. The reduction by a factor 3 
means that we have to estimate our detection limit to he 2.4 x 1024 m-:3 for 1000 laser 
shots. Increasing the number of laser shots per measurement from 1000 (100 s) to 5000 
(500 s) for positions with a lower N2 concentration, did improve the signa! with a factor 
of J5 to 1.1 x 1024 m-3 . Figure 6.1 showsaRaman signa! in air measured with 1000 laser 
shots to illustrate the poor signal in comparison to the noise. 

Since we were unable to detect any N2 in the hottest plasma region (that is -1.0 mm < 
r < 1.0 mm, we must conclude that the nitrogen concentration is below 1.1 x 1024 m-:3 
in this region. 

The experiment was carried out in a TIA argon plasma at 5 mm above the nozz1e with 
a diameter of 1.8 mm. The driving power of the plasma was 600 W and the argon flow 
3 si/min. 
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1000.0 

power: 600 W 
flow: 3 slm 
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Figure 6.2: The heavy partiele temperature Th at 5 mm above the nozzle as determined 
by combining Rayleigh and vibrational Raman signals, as described in section 2.5. The 
edges of the nozzle are at -0.9 mm and 0.9 mm. 
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Figure 6.2 shows the temperatures determined by combining the Rayleigh and Raman 
results as outlined in section 2.5. Since at higher temperatures, where there are less par
ticles and thus a weaker Rayleigh signal, the infiuence of stray light ( caused by refiections 
of the laser on the nozzle and other equipment) gains importance, it was necessary to 
correct for this effect. In order to do this, a Rayleigh scattering experiment was clone on 
He at room temperature. Since the Rayleigh cross section of He is 0.0158 times that of 
Ar, we may approximate the signal due to stray light by the 'Rayleigh' signal measured 
in He. 

Typically, the signal due to stray light was about 2% of the signal in Ar at room 
temperature. However, this would create an error of more than 10% at temperatures 
above 1500 K. If the signal is not corrected and thus the stray light is interpreted as 
being caused by Rayleigh scattering on particles, this would lead to a higher density and 
consequently a lower temperature (p = n kT). 

Figure 6.3 shows the argon and nitrogen densities in the plasma at 5 mm above the 
nozzle. Unfortunately, the nitrogen signal disappears about 0.4 mm before the highest 
gas-temperature is reached. Since it is reasanabie to assume that this highest temperature 
is reached inside the plasma, we must conclude that we cannot directly cl etermine the N 2 
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Figure 6.3: The densities of nitrogen (N2 ) and argon (Ar) at 5 mm above the nozzle. 
The nitrogen density has been determined by combining Rayleigh and vibrational Raman 
signals (see section 2.5). Between -1.0 and +0.8 mm no vibrational Raman and thus no 
nitrogen was detected, and the argon density in this region is calculated from the Rayleigh 
signal only. 
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density in the plasma. 
The N2 densities to left the left of -1.0 mm and to the right of +0.8 mm have been 

determined by combining the Rayleigh and vibrational Raman signals using the iterative 
procedure described insection 2.5. Between -1.0 and +0.8 mm, the N2 density is assumed 
to be zero, and the Ar density is calculated from the Rayleigh signal, i.e. the temperature, 
assuming atmospheric pressure. 

Further studying of figure 6.2 shows that the point at -1.0 mm seems to be too luw. 
This could be caused by the fact that we have assumed the N2 density to be zero in 
this point. An underestimation of the N2 density would lead to an overestimation of the 
number of particles at that position (the Rayleigh cross section for N2 is 1.12 times the 
cross section for Ar), and thus a temperature that is too low. In order to be able to 
increase the temperature from 2370 K to a smoother value of 2500 K, we would have to 
assume a nitrogen density of 1.24 x 1024 m - 3 and an argon density of 1.64 x 1024 m - 3 . 

We now plot a new graph including the 'new found' data point (figure 6.4). In order to 
give a very rough estimation of the nitrogen density at the centre of the plasma, we make 
linear fits through the three data points dosest to the plasma at both sides ( -1.4, -1.2 
and -1.0 mm, respectively, 1.0, 1.2 and 1.4 mm). By extrapolating the density curves in 
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Figure 6.4: The nitrogen density in the plasma. The point at -1.0 mm is obtained from 
the Rayleigh signal, as explained in the text. Also shown are two linear fits. The left one 
is a fit of the points between -2.0 and -1.0 mm, and the one on the right is made wi th 
the points at 1.0, 1.2 and 1.4 mm. 
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this way, we obtain densities of (7.4±0.7) x 1023 m-3 at -0.8 mm, (1.92±0.3) x 1024 m- 3 

at 0.8 mm and (1.27 ± 0.2) x 1024 m-3 at 0.6 mm. 
It is not at all sure that the used extrapolation methad is valid. Similar experiments 

on the ICP [8] show that a plasma prevents air from entering much better than a normal 
argon flow. Therefore it is possible that the nitrogen density indeed drops steeply after it 
falls below our detection limits. 

That we could not measure the density at -1.0 mm of 1.2 x 1024 m-3 , although it 
seems to be above the detection limit, is because at 2500 K, only 74% of the total nitrogen 
is still in the v = 0 state (2.10), so only 0.92 x 1024 m-3 contributes to the Raman signals. 
However, the estimated density of 1.92 x 1024 m-3 at 0.8 mm, could not be detected either. 
Here, the temperature of 1200 K only attributes to a 6% lower detected signal. Since we 
have detected two points below the 1.92 x 1024 m-3 limit, this is another indication that 
the N2 concentration drops steeper than what the linear extrapolation suggests. 

6.3 An estimation of the nitrogen flow entering the 
plasma 

In order to be able to estimate whether the charge transfer reaction between Ar and N2 

could explain the deficit in the electron balance, we now attempt to calculate the flux of 
nitrogen into the plasma and campare this with the electron creation frequency. 

An estimate for the partiele-flux of N2 molecules entering the plasma can be given by 

r = -D\i'n, (6.4) 

where r is the flux density, n is the N2 density and D is the diffusion coefficient, approx
imated by 

1 
D = -..\v. 

3 

Here, À is the mean free path length, given by 

1 

n(J 

(6.5) 

' 
(6.6) 

where (J = 1rd2 /4 is the collisional cross section and d the callision diameter related to the 
radius of the atom or molecule (dAr = 3.64 A and dN2 = 3.75 A [14]). 

The thermal velocity v is given by 

(6.7) 

where m is the mass of the atom or molecule. 
Since both N2 and Ar are present, we have to adjust the mean free path length by 

1 1 1 
-=-+
). ÀN2 ÀAr 
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Figure 6.5: The flux through a circle as function of the radius. The dashed line represents 
the average. 

The individual mean free path lengths, >w2 and ÀAr are calculated by using (6.6), if 
the pressure p in the is replaced by the part i al pressure of N 2 or Ar and the correct cross 
section <J is used for descrihing collisionsof N2 with N2 (d = 3.75 À) or between N2 and 
Ar (d = 3.70 À) [14]. 

Figure 6.5 shows the flow entering a cylinder of 1 mm high. This flow is calculated by 
using 

F = f(r) · 21rr · h, (6.9) 

where h is the height of 1 mm. f(r) is calculated from the densities in figure 6.4 and the 
temperatures in figure 6.2 (with exception that the temperature at -1.0 mm is assumed 
to be 2500 K). '\ln is approximated by the difference in density between two neighbouring 
points divided by the distance between these points, and the partial pressures are calcu
lated by assuming a total pressure of p0 = 1.01 x 105 Pa. Combined with the temperature, 
this yields partial pressures for N2 and Ar. Vve neglect the presence of any other air con-
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stituents, and assume that only argon and nitrogen are present. The results are given in 
figure 6.5. 

In this figure, there is some variation between the points. We assume that this is due 
to convection, which we will disregard, and errors in the original measurements and take 
the average over all points. The average is shown as a dashed line in the figure and has 
a value of 6.1 x 1018 s- 1 . 

In order to determine whether the N 2 flow could account for the loss of electrons, 
we estimate the electron production term nen1ScR in our cylinder. The first step is to 
approximate the plasma by a tube with an inner radius of 0.3 mm, an outer radius of 
0.5 mm and a height of 1 mm (see figure 6.6). We will assume uniform electron and atom 
densities, ne and na of 2 x 1021 m-3 and 7.2 x 1024 m-3 (p = p0 , Th = 1000 K) of [19]. 

Disregarding contributions from outside this region is reasonable sirree both ne and 
Te decrease rapidly outside the region 0.5 mm < r < 0.3 mm, as can be seen in figure 
6. 7. In addition, calculations using a Collisional Radiative model [12] show that the 
ionization rate ScR decreases more than an order of magnitude if Te changes from 25000 
to 15000 K, and more than three orders of magnitude if Te drops from 25000 to 10000 K. 
As can be seen in figure 6.3, the heavy partiele density increases by about a factor 2, 
which is insufReient to compensate the combined reduction of ne and ScR· 

lf we use our approximation, we arrive at a production of 60 x 1018 s- 1 electrans in 
our tube (with n 1ScR = 6 x 107 ç 1 

). Camparing this to the calculated flow of N2 into the 
tube's outer skin of 6.1 x 1018 s-1 we see that the calculated value is about 10 tirnes too 
large. However, this might very well be due to the simplicity of our model, inaccuracies 
in the calculation of r, and inaccuracy introduced in the rates by the uncertainties in ne 
and Te. From this calculation, we may conclude that the charge transfer reaction is the 
most important channel for losing electrans in the TJA plasma, and that it is likely to 
balance the ionization rate. 

Figure 6.6: Our approximation of the plasma. ra = 0.5 mm, ri = 0.3 mm and h = 1 mm. 
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Figure 6. 7: The electron temperature and density as determined by SELEN [31] at 2 and 
6 mm above the nozzle. The measurements were doneon a 1 kW argon TIA plasma with 
a gas flow of 6.0 slm through a nozzle with a diameter of 2 mm. 
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Chapter 7 

Power interruption experiments 

7.1 Introd uction 

Since all interruption experiments sharesome experimental conditions, we will describe the 
standard experimental-setup, and only mention conditions that differ from this standard. 
All experiments were clone on a TIA plasma burning on Ar. The various settings are 
given in table 7.1. 

7.2 Line radiation 

Figure 7.1 shows the response of the 696.5 nm line, corresponding to the 4p ----+ 4s tran
sition. The interruption duration was 100 J.LS and the gas flow 1.2 slm. The Saha-like 
response at power switch off time, that is a jump at cooling off, is very clear. The e-fold 

gas 
gas flow 

interruption rate 
interruption duration 
pulse delay 
( the delay between the start of 
the M CS and the act u al 
interruption of the power) 
photo-multiplier slit 
monochromator slit 
dwell time 
( the time interval per channel) 
repetitions 
height 

argon 
1.2 slm (standard litres per minute) 
(1 standard litre = 1 l of gas at 1.01 x 105 Pa 
and 295 K) 
100Hz 
30 J.LS 
70 J.LS 

250 J.Lm 
250 J.Lm 
2 J.LS 

5000 
3mmAN 

Table 7.1: Standard set up for interruption experiments. Different settings will be men
tioned in the text if they occur. 
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Figure 7.1: The response of the 696.5 nm line to power interruption. 

time for the decrease in intensity is 2.42 p,s. Sirree the resolution of the MCS is 2 p,s, we 
cannot determine this any better. In addition, as mentioned by SELEN (31] who found 
a value of 2.38 p,s for this e-fold time, it is possible that this time is determined by the 
power generator. The manufacturer specifies a decay time for the generator of 2 to 3 f.LS. 

In addition, the time in which the electron temperature decreases is approximately 
1 p,s [10]. For the TIA, the decay step in which the electrons recombine and diffuse is also 
about 1 p,s. Sirree these are equal, it is impossible to tell them apart, so it is likely that 
the Saha jump in figure 7.1 is lowered by the electron decay. 

If we compare the intensity in equilibrium to the peak intensity at power switch off, 
we find that the peak intensity is about 2.6x higher for the peak. We can understand this 
if we consider that the lines are not in Saha equilibrium. By introducing a bp descrihing 
the over or underpopulation with respect to Saha, 

(7.1) 

we can rewrite (3.6): 

*n "(- 1 *n *n 3 *b 
ln _P =--El++ ln-e + ln __±_ + -ln"( + ln _E, 

np kTe ne n+ 2 bp 
(7.2) 

in which the last term accounts for the overpopulation before (bp) and after (*bp) power 
interruption. 

AuBRETON et al. [1] predict the electron temperature todrop toabout 1000 K above 
the gas temperature after the power is switched off. If we assume the electron temper at ure 
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to drop from 20000 K to 4000 K (r = 5), ne and n+ to remain constant, fill in the 
ionization energy of 4.211 eV, and assume that our relative increase in intensity is equal 
to the relative increase in densities, we arrive at a ln(*bp/bp) of -11.23, thus showing that 
bP decreases 105 if the temperature drops. Initially, the 4p state will be overpopulated 
with respect to the Saha balance, sirree it is an ionizing plasma, and after the power is 
switched off, the state drops below the Saha balance, because the plasma will become 
recombining. 

It should be noted that simulations clone using the collisional radiative model of BENOY 

[3] prediets the density of the 4p state to decrease a bout 5 x. Sirree this is clearly not in 
agreement with both experimental observations, and our simple calculation, we conclude 
that the model is not correct in this case. 

7.3 Continuurn radiation 
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Figure 7.2: The response of the continuurn to power interruption. The relative drops in 
intensity are 64, 240 and 380 for 490, 532 and 610 nm, respectively. 

Figure 7.2 shows the continuurn radiation determined at three wavelengths. At all 
three, no argon lines were found, and the responses look sufficiently similar to conclude 
that they are caused by continuurn radiation. 

Looking at figure 3.2 and eqs. (3.9-3.11), we see that the light intensity reduces by 
a factor of 43 if the electrans are cooled from 20000 K to 4000 K. The average relative 
decrease in intensity of our measured wavelengths is 230 ± 150 from the equilibrium 
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level to the lowest value in the powerless period. Using the formulae (3.9-3.11) for the 
continuurn intensity suggests that the electron density decreases by a factor of 2.3, which 
seems unrealistically low. The apparent overestimation of the electron density could be 
caused by an intensity at switched off power that is too high. The fact that the measured 
increases are not linear seem to support this idea. 

7.4 Determination of the flow velocity in the TIA 
plasma 

7.4.1 Introduetion 

For the study of both line and continuurn radiation, the instantaneous responses to power 
interruption are studied. Behind these, there also is a response later in time, the so-called 
delayed response. FEY et al. [10] stuclied this phenomenon in the ICP and found that 

• the delayed response arrived later for more downstream positions, 

• the response is the same for every line in the spectrum as well for continuurn radi
ation, 

• the propagation velocity does not depend on the amplitude of the disturbance. 

• In addition, a small pulse of different gas was found to travel with the samevelocity 
as the delayed response. 

From this combination of factors, FEY and the others concluded that the time of arrival 
of the delayed response depends solely on the velocity of the gas [10]. This allows us to 
determine the gas velocity in the axial direction of our TIA plasma. 

7.4.2 Results 

The flow velocity was determined fora TIA Ar plasma. The gas flow was 3 slm, and thf' 
driving power 600 W. The used nozzle had a diameter of 1.75 mm. 

In order to determine the velocity versus the height above the nozzle, we need to 
obtain the arrival time of the delayed response at various heights. We define the arrival 
time by the centre of a Gauss-function fitted through the delayed response. An example 
of this delayed response is shown in figure 7.3. 

Figure 7.4 shows both the time of arrival and the flow velocity versus the height 
above the nozzle. The velocity has been determined by taking the reciprocal of the first 
derivative of a fourth order fit through the arrival time. The inaccuracy in the velocity 
is 2%, and it is caused by the error in the determination of the time of arrival ( average 
error 0.5 J-LS). 

As can be seen in the figure, the speed increases from nozzle until approximately 
4.4 mm above it. After that, it decreases rapidly. The increase can be explained by the 
fact that the gas expands because it is heated by the plasma. From [31], we know that 
the hottest region is about 20 r11m above the nozzle (see figure 7.5), so the decrease must 
be explained by the fact that the gas expands sideways. 
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Figure 7.3:- The response of the argon 811.5 nm line to power interruption. At t = 70 J-LS 
the generator is switched off and 40 J.-LS latertheEM field is restored. The delayed response 
at t ~ 240 J.-LS is clearly visible. This example was measured at 3 mm above the nozzle 
(AN) using 10000 repetitions and an interruption period of 40J.-Ls. 
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Figure 7.4: The time of arrival of the delayed response, a fourth order fit to these arrival 
times and the derived flow velocity in a TIA plasma. 
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Figure 7.5: The gas temperatures for an argon plasmafora gas flow of 3 slm and a driving 
power of 1 kW, as determined by SELEN [31]. 

The velocity at the exit can be calculated from the gas flow Q (3 slm) and the diameter 
d (1. 75 mm) of the gas outlet 

4Q -3 
vo = -

2 
~ 20.8 ms . 

rrd 
(7.3) 

This value is lower than the measured velocity, which equals 21.5 ± 0.4 ms- 1 . This small 
difference is probably due to the fact that the gas is slightly heated by the nozzle of the 
TIA. 

7 .4.3 Discussion 

As shown in figure 6.2, the gas temperature is higher on the edges than in the centre of 
the flow. The gas temperature in the centre remains low due to convection. This can 
be seen from the heat balance of a small cylinder with radius r and height h. The heat 
conducted in radial direction towards this cylinder equals 

(7.4) 

where ~, the heat conductivity of the gas, is equal to approximately 0.1 wm- 1K- 1 , and 
the gradient in the gas temperature is about 100 K per 0.1 mm (see figure 7.5). If we 
assume this heat to be transported away mainly in axial direction by convection, 

5!! ........ 5 2 "ip w · dA = 2rrr ~w, (7.5) 
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the increase in the flow velocity è::.w of the gas due to heating can be found by equating 
these two expressions: 

(7.6) 

The resulting acceleration (1.6 ms-1 every 1 mm in height for r = 0.5 mm) is in excellent 
agreement with the results of the interruption experiments (from 23.7 ± 0.4 to 25.3 ± 
0.5 ms- 1 at 2 and 3 mm AN respectively). 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions and discussion 

Although not directly, the vibrational Raman measurements on the argon TIA plasma 
seem to show that the deficit in the partiele balance for electrans is caused by charge 
transfer between Ar+ and N2 from the air. The destruction rate of this process is about 
two orders of magnitude larger than the loses due to convection and diffusion. 

The observed laser induced breakdown of Ar if the laser intensity is between 70 and 
160 GW cm-2 , is an interesting phenomenon. It seems to be caused by a five photon 
excitation of the 3s -+ 4p transition followed by a two photon ionization. The fact that 
similar phenomena are described in literature, and seem to agree with our findings, is 
reassuring. The dependenee of the phenomenon on the intensity of the laser can be 
explained by an ac Stark shift, as far as the lower limit of the intensity is concerned. That 
the effect seems to disappear above certain intensity levels is not mentioned or explained 
in any of the literature found. In order to further rule out the possibility of an error in the 
measurements or their interpretation, it would be good to try to verify the observations, 
preferably with a different setup. 

The plasma that is created by the laser could be interesting to study. Since it only 
exists for about 7 ns, one would expect the densities to be high, because the time is to 
short for the particles to fly away. Changing the polarization of the laser from linear to 
circular should have an influence on the 5 photon excitation rate, and can be used to 
establish if this is really the mechanism behind the ionizations. However, it is difficult to 
change the polarization by using a 1/4,\ retarder, since those usually cannot withstand 
the high laser intensity. 

Determining the electron density of this plasma by means of Thomson scattering is 
very difficult due to the large increase instray light caused by reflections of deflected laser 
light and variations in the exact spot where the plasma would occur. An alternative for 
Thomson scattering might be studying the broadening of speetral lines. Finally, it woulel 
be interesting to see if any other gases can have multi-photon resonance. 

As follows from our measurements, the laser intensity can increase the electron density 
by approximately 30%. The effect on the electron temperature is negligible. A satisfactory 
cause for this cannot be given, but it is likely to be related to the 5 photon excitation. 
Fortunately, Thomson measurements can very well be carried out at intensities sufficiently 
low to prevent any significant influence of the laser and that this is what has been clone 
in the past. 

A general lesson that can be learned from this that although a stronger laser seems 
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to be a good idea to imprave the signal in Thomson experiments, care should be taken 
because the laser can haveastrong influence on the plasma. In this case, a lower intensity 
may provide a better signal than a higher one. 

With the aid of power interruption experiments, the axial gas velocity in the TIA is 
determined to be about 24 ms- 1 . This is lower than previously assumed value of 100 ms- 1

. 

From the point of view of spectrochemical analysis, this is better since it slows the rate 
of analytes leaving the plasma. 

In the course of our vibrational Raman scattering, we found that the signal strength 
for this type of scattering was about 30% of what it was befare [6]. Since the detection 
limit for N2 is only 1.1 x 1024 m-3 , it might be interesting to consider some improvements 
on the scattering setup. A suggestion might be to replace the photo diode array by a 2 
dimensional CCD-camera. This would remave the background signal that disturbs and 
complicates the spectrum in case of the PDA, and might allow measuring of an entire 
radial profile in a single 'photo'. This would reduce the measuring time, and thus the 
effect of any changes due to, for instance, temperature changes of the setup. 
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Chapter 9 

Suggested improvements for the 
set up 

While spending 10 months with the equipment in the poly diagnostic lab, some suggestions 
for improvements to the current setup came to mind. Since the table on which the plasma 
souree is seated can be moved under computer control, it is potentially possible to make 
fully automated horizontal scans through the plasma. For certain types of measurements, 
this works fiawlessly, but especially for the difficult measurements with a relatively weak 
signal, partly because of the higher resolutions, the automation fails miserably. In a 
typical vibrational Raman or Thomson scan, the total integration time for a single data 
point is in the order of 15 minutes. Because the dark current of the PDA varies in time, 
this should also be measured befare and/ or after each data point and subtracted from 
the actual signallater. Measuring this dark current is clone by placing an object between 
the entrance slit of the monochromator and the plasma, thus shielding the detector from 
light. Since this cannot be clone by the computer, the scanning system is virtually useless 
under these conditions. A computer controlled shutter in front of the entrance slit could 
remave this restriction. Another option would be to replace the PDA with a CCD camera, 
which is less sensitive to dark current. 

A second place for improvements is the software written to control the measurements. 
It's most serious shortcoming is that it, while makinga scan, does nat write data to disk 
between measurements. Because of this, hours of work could toa easily be lost when 
making time consuming scans. 

I t might also be interesting to consider the paths of the various signal and control 
cables. At the moment, all cables run very closetoeach other, and we encountered many 
situations were a control cable created unacceptable levels of noise in a signal cable. In a 
lot of cases, we could solve this by separating the cables in question. 

Finally, it should be noted that the laser is seated on a waoden table. During exper
iments, this wood would sametimes bend slightly because it was heated by the various 
power supplies in the lab. It does nat require much imagination to understand that this 
disturbs the alignment of the laser severely. Especially for measurements that take a sig
nificant amount of time, such as Thomson scans and nitrogen detections using Rayleigh 
and Raman, this is a souree of frustration. 
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Chapter 10 

Dankwoord 

Op deze plaats wil ik iedereen van de groep ETP en daar buiten die heeft bijgedragen aan 
het slagen van mijn afstuderen. Onder leiding van Daan Schram, Joost van der Mullen 
en Richard van de Sanden is ETP een aangename plaats zowel tijdens als tussen het 
afstuderen. 

In het bijzonder wil ik mijn directe begeleider Jeroen bedanken voor de hulp wanneer 
ik mijn og~n weer eens niet kon geloven, en Joost voor zijn hulp op het theoretische vlak 
en bij het maken van dit verslag. Daarnaast Ivo en Erik voor het afstaan van hun TIA 
opstelling en de hulp bij het aan de praat krijgen van het apparaat. Jan verdient een 
bedankje voor zowel zijn gezelschap als het beschikbaar stellen van zijn computer. Ook 
Marco voor zijn steun en gezelschap tijdens de lange meetsessies. Tenslotte waren de 
resultaten nooit wat geworden zonder de praktische steun van Herman, Bertus en Ries. 
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Appendix A 

Calculation of the Rayleigh 
scattering formulae 

A.l The intensity of the Rayleigh signal 

The intensity of the Rayleigh signal is proportional to 

( )

J 
J d<J 

IRay = C NJ dO 
Ray 

In this equation, C is a constant containing setup-specific contributions, defined by 

(A.1) 

(A.2) 

where n is the density of the scattering particle, dO is the solid detection angle, L the 
length of the detection interval, and PL the power of the laser. As will be shown later on, 
C will disappear from the final expression. 

Here, J is the rotational state, and NJ is the number of particles in state J, given by 

(A.3) 

where N is the total number of particles, 9J the nuclear degeneracy, kb Boltzmann's 
constant, T the temperature and Z the internal partition function. 

Nrnax E(J) 
Z = L (2J + 1) 9J exp - k T , 

0 b 

(A.4) 

and E(J) the energy ofrotationallevel Jin the vibrational ground state, given by E(J) = 

BJ(J + 1). Since the calibration for which these expressions are used is done at room 
temperature, and more than 99.9% of the nitrogen molecules are in the vibrational ground 
state at T = 300 K, we can ignore any other vibrational states. 

The Rayleigh cross section, 

(
d<J)J (d<J)J (d<J)J 
dO = dO 1_ + dO 

11 
' 

(A.5) 
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has two parts, one for each polarization direction of the scattered light. From this equation 
follows that, in general, light scattered from linearly polarized light is of mixed polarization 
as shown in figure A.1 

laser light 

Figure A.1: The incoming laser beam and the resulting scattered light ( only the light 
scattered at an angle of 90° is shown). 

According to [21], the cross-section for polarized light (polarization perpendicular to 
the scattering plane) scattered under an angle of 90° on randomly oriented atoms obeys 
following relation: 

dO" 2 4 2 

( )

J 

drt j_ =a + 45bJ,J/ ' (A.6) 

where bJ,J is given by 

J(J + 1) 
bJ,J = ...,......-----'----

(21- 1)(2J + 3)' 
(A.7) 

1 is the anisotropy of the polarizability tensor (see section A.4) and a the averaged dipole 
polarizability, defined by 

a2 = 3bJ,J/2- 4pbJ,J/2 = b 2 (3- 4p) . 
45p ~J/ 45p (A.8) 

Here, p is the depolarization ratio (2. 7 x 10-3 for nitrogen [23]). 
The parallel part of the cross section (polarization parallel to the scattering plane) is 

given by: 

dO" 3 2 

( )

J 

drt 11 = 45 bJ,J/ ' (A.9) 

again according to [21] under a scattering-angle of 90° for light polarized perpendicular 
to the scattering plane. 

Since the efficiency of the detector for the perpendicular part is different than that for 
the parallel part, we have to treat both polarizations separately, using E 1_ and E 11, the 
detector-efficiencies for perpendicular and parallel polarized light, respectively. 

(A.10) 
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Combining (A.10, A.3, A.8, A.6, A.9), gives 

total ( 3 3 ) 2 ~ - E ( 1) 
!Ray,detected = C El_ 45 + Ell45 I NL-. bJ,J(21 + 1)gJ exp kT . 

p J=l b 

(A.ll) 

Introducing 

oo -E(1) 
S = L bJ,J(21 + 1)gJ exp k T , 

J=O b 

(A.12) 

and 

(A.13) 

transfarms ( A.ll) into 

total ( 3 3 ) 2 ~ ( ) - E ( 1) 
JRay,detected =CEl_ 45 + C 45 IN L._,bJ,J 21 + 1 gJeXp kT ' 

p 0 J=l b 

(A.14) 

which is the same as (2.1). It should be noted that the term for parallel polarized light is 
about a factor of 2 x 103 smaller than the one for perpendicular polarized light, so that 
it can be omitted. 

A.2 The intensity of the Raman signal 

The Raman signal has two branches, the S-branch (1::11 = +2) and the 0-branch (1::11 = 
-2). 

The intensity for the S-branch is given by 

(
d ) J+2,J 

I~;~,J = C NJ(21 + 1) d~ 
Ram 

(A.15) 

Again, there are two polarization directions with two different cross sections ([21]) for 
polarized light scattered under the same conditions as (A.6); 

~ ,2 (d )
J+2,J 4 

dO j_ = 45 bJ+2,J I ' (A.16) 

~ ,2 (d ) 
J+2,J 3 

dO 11 = 45 bJ+2J I ' (A.17) 

with 

b - 3(1+1)(1+2) 
J+2,J- 2(21 + 1)(21 + 3). 

(A.18) 

Here, 1' is anisotropy of the derived polarizability tensor (see also section A.4). 
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Combining this with two different efficiencies for perpendicular and parallel polarized 
light yields 

J+2 ,J _ ( ( da) J+
2
,J 1 ( da) J+

2J) 
f Ram - CE j_NJ - + - - . 

dO j_ C0 dO 
11 

(A.19) 

For the 0-branch, the result is the same if bJ+2,J is replaced by bJ-2,J, 

b = 3J(J- 1) 
J-

2
,J 2(2J + 1)(2J- 1). 

(A.20) 

A.3 Combination of Rayleigh and Raman 

Dividing (A.14) by (A.19) or the version for the 0-branch gives the following relations 
between the measured intensities: 

Iif!y = ARay "(
2 S 2(2J + 3) _1 ex E(J) 

J~~~,J ARam "(12 3(J + 1)(J + 2) 9
J p kbT' 

fJf!y _ ARay "(2 S 2(2J- 1) -1 E(J) 

I J- 2,J - A ,,l 2 3J(J- 1) 9J exp kT ' 
Ram Ram 1 b 

where ARay = 4~P + c:45 and ARam = 4~ + 45~0 • 
Note that (A.21,A.22) are the same as (2.8,2.9). 

(A.21) 

(A.22) 

A.4 Some remarks about the difference between 1 

and 1' 

This section will attempt to shed some light on the difference between 'Y and 1' , sirree 
some publications have assumed these to be the same. A more complete explanation is 
given in [21]. 

For the purpose of normal Rayleigh and Raman scattering, the relation between the 
electric field E of an incoming electromagnetic wave and the dipale P that is induced in 
an atom or a molecule by this wave is given by 

(A.23) 

Here, Pand E are veetors with units of Cm and vm-1
, respectively, and & is a tensor 

since, in general, the direction of the induced dipale is not the same as the direction of the 
field producing it. & is named the polarizability tensor and is a second-rank tensor whose 
components have units of CV- 1m2 . It should further be noted that & is both symmetrie 
and real. 

The induced dipale P gives rise to outgoing radiation. As seen in section A.1, the 
intensity of the scattered radiation is expressed in averaged dipale polarizability a and 
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the anisotropy I· We will now pose without further explanation that these quantities 
depend on &, that using the space average of & is necessary to account for the random 
orientations of individual atoms and molecules, and that the relations between & and a 
and 1 are given by [21] 

(A.24) 

(A.25) 

(A.26) 

In general, the polarizability will be a function of the nuclear coordinates. The varia
tion of the polarizability with vibrations can be expressed by expanding each component 
aij of the polarizability tensor in a Taylor series with respect to the normal coordinates 
of vibration: 

(A.27) 

where ( Ctij )0 is the value of aij at the equilibrium position, Qk, Q~, ... are normal coordi
nates of vibration associated with vibrational frequencies wk, Wt, ... , and the summations 
are over all normal coordinates. 

If we consider only one normal mode of vibration Qk and use a first order approxima
tion, then we can transfer & into 

(A.28) 

where Qkl the k-th normal coordinate, is a scalar quantity multiplying all components of 
&~, and the components of&~ are given by 

( , ) (aaij) 
aij k = aQ k o . (A.29) 

Here, the 0 subscript signifies differentiation at the equilibrium position. Assuming simplc 
harmonie motion, the time dependenee of Qk is given by 

(A.30) 

where Qko is the normal coordinate amplitude and bk is a phase factor. Combining (A.29) 
and (A.30) gives the time dependenee of the polarizability tensor resulting from the k-th 
molecular vibration: 

&k = &o + &~Qko cos (wkt + bk)· 

Under infiuence of electromagnetic radiation of frequency w0 (E 
linear induced electric dipole will be described by 

p(l) = &k · Eo cos wat, 
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E0 cos w 0t), the 

(A.32) 



where P(1
) is the linear induced dipale vector at some time t. Combining (A.31) and 

(A.32), we obtain 

p(1
) = &o · Êo coswat + &~ÊoQko coswolcos (wkt + bk). 

Using the trigonometrie identity 

1 
cos 0: cos {3 = 2 [cos ( 0: + {3) + cos ( 0: - {3) J ' 

we can rewrite (A.33) as 

where 

p(1
) (wo)= Pd1

) (w0 ) coswat 
__,(1) = __, 

P0 (wo) = o:o · Eo 
__,(1) __,(1) 

P (wo- wk) = P0 (wo- wk) cos {(w0 - wk) t- bk} 
__,(1) 1 =I __, 

P0 (wo- wk) = 2Qkoo:k · Eo 
__,(1) __,(1) 

P (wo+wk)=P0 (wo+wk)cos{(wo+wk)t+bk} 
__,(1) 1 =I __, 

P0 (wo+ wk) = 2Qkoo:k · Eo 

(A.33) 

(A.34) 

(A.35) 

(A.36) 

(A.37) 

(A.38) 

(A.39) 

(A.40) 

(A.41) 

In these equations, the eosine functions define frequencies of the induced dipoles, and 
1(1) __,(1) __,(1) 

the veetors P0 (wo), P0 (wo- wk) and P0 (w0 + wk) define their amplitudes. 
It is clear that the linear induced dipale P(1) has three distinct components: p(1) (wo), 

which causes radiation with frequency w0 , and thus accounts for Rayleigh scattering, and 
P(1) (wo- wk) and p(l) (wo+ wk), that give rise to radiation at w0 - wk and w0 + wk, and 
therefore account for Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman scattering respectively. 

If we only consider the amplitudes of the induced dipoles, we see that the following 
holds for the dipale associated with Rayleigh scattering: 

(A.42) 

We now campare this to the amplitude of the induced dipales associated with Stokes 
and anti-Stokes Raman scattering: 

(A.43) 

It should be noted that a more strict quantum-mechanical derivation of equation 
(A.43) introduces some more scalar factors on the right-hand side of the equation. These 
factors cause the amplitudes for Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman scattering to be different. 

From (A.42) and (A.43) and (A.24-A.26) it is clear that /, derived from &0 , and used 
in calculating the Rayleigh scattering intensity and 1', obtained from &~ and used in 
calculating the Raman scattering intensity are not necessarily equal, as was suggested by 
DE REGT [8). 
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